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                  EIA at 40 – lifting the lid on Sin City, Laos’ notorious playground for illegal wildlife trade
              


                        

                        
                  Today, we’re sharing a flashback to a film we made in 2015 to accompany a major Wildlife team investigation and report into Laos’ notorious Sin City
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                  EIA at 40 – raising tiger conservation higher up the political agenda in India
              


                        

                        
                  In the countdown to our 40th anniversary, we are featuring previous editions of our supporters' newsletter, highlighting our work exposing environmental crime and abuse
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                  Africa workshop brings together key players to pool knowledge and better tackle illegal wildlife trade
              


                        

                        
                  EIA campaigners are in Nigeria this week, facilitating a high-level international workshop to bolster efforts to tackle illegal wildlife trade by sharing resources and ideas
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                  EIA at 40 – the billion dollar trade in merbau ravaging Indonesia’s last intact tropical forests
              


                        

                        
                  Released in 2005, The Last Frontier documented how the rampant smuggling of illegal timber from Indonesia to China was a billion dollar trade threatening the last remaining intact tropical forests in the Asia-Pacific region
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                  Angola hit with trade sanctions over failure to tackle elephant poaching and ivory trafficking
              


                        

                        
                  Angola has been formally sanctioned for failing to make progress in tackling the illegal trade in elephant ivory since 2020
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                  Illegal fish bladder trade could sound the death knell for the last 10 vaquita porpoises
              


                        

                        
                  A thriving online illegal trade in the swim bladders of endangered totoaba fish is helping to drive the vaquita porpoise to the brink of extinction
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